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EDUCATIONAL

Tales of the Hunt
by Chuck Eby #381

Because many of you are willing to
share your “Tales of the Hunt”
stories, we are able to continue this
series. If you have a story to be
told, please contact me at
chuck9@optonline.net. You can
include your unedited story or give
me your phone number and I’ll call
you. We would like stories from as
many different members as
possible.
This month we have two short
stories. The first is from one of our
newest and youngest members,
George Amores #4857. George, at
fourteen years of age, has been
collecting for a greater percentage
of his life than most of us. The
second is from Larry Garnatz #881
George writes: It started in
November 2020, when I was
browsing the local craigslist for
estate sales. I came across an ad for
a "Collectors Rummage Sale".
There were no photos, and it was 3
hours away, so I wasn't sure if I
should go or not. But since we
didn't have anything better to do,
we went. We got to this long
gravel road, and almost a mile later
we came upon where it was. There
was junk everywhere. All of the
items we could see were in very
poor condition.

After sitting outside for who knows
how long, we ended up buying 3
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4H dials and many parts for $30
that day, and at a later date more
parts for $60, and after that 12
metal 302s and more for $25. The
seller was friends with the owner
of the property, and was tasked
with getting rid of all the stuff. I
hate to think what went to the scrap
yard, as I wasn't able to buy it all.
Overall, I ended up spending a
little under $150 on phones over
about 4 trips.

Larry writes: I wasn’t really
hunting for it; I just fell into it!
And it may not be the Holy Grail,
but it is pretty rare. My first one
(WE 1021 Candlestick) came to
me in early 1991. An antique
dealer from the Twin Cities
(Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota)
that I had known for a few years
told me she bought out an estate.
She offered me this candlestick
with no receiver or mouthpiece for
$50. I said sure. I didn’t know
what it was, but noticed it was a
little different. I took it to the next
show in Abilene and had it in my
proud line-up of 4 WE nickel
sticks. Before I left Abilene, I had
some really good offers for this
particular phone, and realized that
this was not a common WE
candlestick! My second one was
purchased in early 2004. This one
cost me more money! But first, a
side story for some context. A
couple of months prior to this, two
of these phones sold on eBay from
the same seller in central
Minnesota . . . the first one was in
the $6K range, and the second in
the $5K range. I was about to head
to Arizona for some warm time,
when I noticed an auction house in
central Minnesota was selling
another one! I was able to get a
first hand look at the phone before
leaving for Arizona, but had to bid
over the phone on the day of the
auction. I won it, but it cost me
dearly. Can’t prove it, but after
discussions with the auctioneer, I
believe that I was bidding against
the guy that just sold two of them

on eBay, and he knew what they
were worth! (Since I was in
Arizona, I asked my daughter back
in Minnesota to pick up the phone
for me. She picked it up, with
grandkids in tow, and admonished
them not to play with the phone
because “grandpa paid a lot of
money for that phone”. She later
heard my granddaughter tell her
little brother . . . “don’t touch that,
it’s
Grandpa’s
lot-of-money
phone”!) Now, after several years,
and a little research, I have put
together a little more information.
First, I know of at least 5 of these
phones to come out of Minnesota.
Second, I noted in the Mountjoy
book that this particular phone was
referred to as the WE “Erie”
candlestick. Third, I discovered in
a book about the history of
Northwestern Bell (that served
Minnesota) that the Erie Telephone
and Telegraph Company, a Lowell,
Massachusetts syndicate,
had
purchased an interest in the
Northwestern Telephone Exchange
Co. in the late 1800’s. So, did the
Erie company have something to
do with these phones being in
Minnesota? Can’t prove it, but
seems logical.
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EDUCATIONAL
The Bell Coin Collector and Tokens
by Stan DeOrsey (jsmd@att.net)
The Southern New England Telephone Co. (SNET) was an
innovating company. They installed the first coin telephone in
1889, made by the local Gray Telephone Pay Station Co. of
Hartford. By 1896 they worked with Gray to create the bell
shaped coin collector for nickels and dimes only, labeled the
No. 9. This was used in multiple ways including another
innovation, club lines, and resulted in the issuance of tokens.
Club lines were usually up to twelve people on one rural
line at a rental cost of $18 per year with free calling privileges
between themselves. Each telephone was equipped with a bell
coin collector. When an exchange switch was needed the cost
was 10¢, changed to 5¢ in 1899. The subscriber could use
tokens or US coins. The bell collector was on the then standard
rural three jug long distance set. This was replaced by the
Western Electric 301 magneto and 85 common battery
fiddlebacks plus others each using the bell coin collector.
The tokens were made locally by the Scovill Manufacturing
Co. in Waterbury. The initial design looked very much like a
US dime and was soon withdrawn if in fact it was actually
issued (see image, front and back, dime size). Very few of
these are known. The tokens generally used were the nickel and
dime with the hole (see image, front and back the same, dime
and nickel size). These are easily found today. It is not clear if
the tokens were sold at face value or if a discount was allowed
when purchasing them. The idea was that when someone
needed to make an exchange switched call, the tokens would be
available as US coins
may have been spent or the correct change was not at hand. No
advertisement has been seen offering tokens by SNET but they are
mentioned in SNET directories. It is quite certain that the tokens were
introduced in 1896 and seem to have been discontinued about 1907.
The bell coin collector has been
found with these names painted on
the front: SNET, New England
Tel. & Tel., Northern New York
Tel. Co. and Central Penn. Tel. &
Supply. Apparently it was also
used by the Central Union Tel. but
no collector has been seen with
their name on the bell. Tokens in
the same style as used by SNET are known for C&P Tel. and Bell Tel.
Co. of Buffalo. It is not known if these companies also used the bell
coin collector. Note the inside of the bell, two gongs for the standard
operator notification.
Sources
Connecticut Pioneers in Telephony, Walsh, J. Leigh, 1950.
Official Telephone List, SNET, October 1898. State wide directory.
Walt Aydelotte and Tom Adams were both very helpful.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Paul Mill

PAY STATIONS:

wister66@gmail.com

Gray Pay Stations: Models 8A, 23C,
and Early 23D

		
FOR SALE
This is some information I know about
this Rolling Code Scrambler from past
research.
They listed for approximately $18,000.00 per unit when sold.
Needing two units to make secure communications both ways cost approximately $36,000.00. This information
came from an article in Playboy Magazine called «executive tools» or something to the effect. The article didn›t
give proper credit to the manufacturer. The manufacturer sued playboy
over the matter of who built the units
to protect their name. There are public
court documents that back this up.
As far as I know one of the units is call
ready having personally made/recieved
calls on it. One unit I believe needs a
new head set. There is one instruction manual plus the adapters to clip
in to a live line when no line jack is
available. They are housed in brown
combination locking Samsonite cases.
They both open and close. A hinge on
both units needs to be re-attached as a
couple of of the rivets have been lost
over time. This is purely cosmetic as
both cases open, close and lock securely. There are some light scuff marks
from being used in the Samsonite cases.

LOCKS and MOUTHPIECES:    
14E locks with original key.    
Glass and Porcelain Mouthpieces with
W/E threads.  
Wanted:
Transmitter arm as pictured at
bottom
Single bell tap units as pictured
or parts of the same
Wanted marked National Bell long
pole receiver.
John Dresser#4006
Fjdress@pacbell.net
22584 Veronica Dr.
Salinas, Calif 93908

Mark Johnston 443-244-2825
mark4589@hotmail.com.
WANTED:

SIGNS:    

Original Telephone Signs, Round,
Square, Rectangle, Flat, Flanged, 1
Sided, 2 Sided, Lighted.

PAYPHONES:     
If you have an interest in this set,
please shoot me and emaill and we can
discuss the price. Thanks

Gray, Gray/Western Electric and Western Electric Inc. 3 Slot Payphones:
Any Model, Especially looking for
155G, 160s and 170s dial and nondial, 180s non-dial, 190s non dial,

212, 236, and Any Colored
Model also a 1A Rotary Dial
single slot.
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Steve Hilsz jydsk@tds.net
WANTED

Your non working dials…. I
will fix… $6 plus shipping
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Mike Davis #2022
(516) 735-9765
mike@mvtelonline.com
.
Wanted: Payphones and payphone parts. Three slot
models with separate transmitter and receiver and a very nice
WE 1234G touch tone in beige
for example.   Unusual model single slot payphones such as 1A
1E field trials and prototypes. Original Bell System, WE single
slot and 3 slot payphone upper housing keys 10G, 10H, 29A
etc. Interested in obtaining some 8 inch round #21 Bell System
signs from some other states in good condition.
For Sale: I have all kinds of parts for WE single slot
payphones, coin scanners, coin returns, boards for WE 1D and
Protel boards, dial assemblies, coin boxes, vault doors many
new and some used plain, Verizon embossed and some others. I
have locks with keys, nice chrome face plates, orange porcelain
instruction tags that go on the upper left corner and others. I
have mounting kits. Also have coin relays, coin relay shields
and hoppers with coin relays and the shield attached. Many
more parts for single slots and 3 slots, call or email for availability and price.
****************************

Joe Uzel | (407) 256-0553

Stromberg-Carlson Telephones 1894-1984 History,
Design, and Maintenance. • Printed book or PDF download
(eBook). • For anyone interested in antique/vintage telephones.
Provides history of Stromberg-Carlson, descriptions and list of
their telephones, and a section on maintenance and restoration
of vintage telephones. • Paperback Book 8 ½” x 11” x ½” • 209
pages, high quality #80 paper • Over 300 photographs and illustrations • Bibliography with 79 references • 15-page List of SC
Telephones with Descriptions and References • Price $16.00 +
shipping for print book, $9.99 for PDF download. Order online
directly from Lulu.com (search for Stromberg-Carlson Telephones) No computer/internet? - order directly from author

FROM YOUR ATCA BOARD CHAIRMAN –
JANUARY 2022 (Dennis Fowler ATCA #238)

I hope that each of you; your family members, loved
ones and close friends, had a wonderful and meaningful holiday
season. My thoughts and prayers are with those of you who
have been adjusting to loss and challenge. I am hopeful that
each of you will have a great 2022 and will continue to find joy,
fellowship and meaning in telephone collecting as members of
ATCA.
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The membership of ATCA is ATCA. Leaders serve for
modest lengths of time and act as stewards, caretakers and administrators of the organization. Each of us serves at your pleasure. We are responsible to the members and we are available
to address your inputs, concerns, ideas, questions, etc. Please
call on us as you desire.
We are in the midst of annual membership subscription which lasts a few more weeks. Thank you if you have
already submitted your 2022 dues. Please submit soon if you
have yet to do so. You might want to consider our spousal,
sponsor, life and youth membership options.
The other leaders and I thank those of you who have
included donations with your 2022 memberships. We have had
quite a number and I am sure we will receive more. Remember,
we will use your donations as you desire and we are available to
discuss your questions, comments and concerns. In the March
Newsletter, probably, we will provide a list of donors with a
general appreciation message. Desires for donation anonymity
will be respected and honored. Donations are always important
and appreciated – this year your donations are assisting us in
covering the costs of our 50th Anniversary Celebration and in
deciding against a general dues increase. Your generosity is
very much appreciated. Remember – no donation is too large
and no donation is too small – all are important.
Your leaders have a number of very fine ideas for consideration in 2022. As these are developed please let us know
if you would like to be part of the project and have a role in it.
Our ideas center around telephony preservation and education
supported by grant requests and acquisitions.
WISHING YOU AND US A WONDERFUL 2022
Jon Kolger No. 561
6906 Meade Drive
Colleyville, TX 76034
jkolger@gte.net
 		
WANTED

Looking for unusual acoustic “string” telephones,
particularly those with magneto-signaling and/or
speaking/listening tubes. Also seeking primitive
homemade acoustic telephones, the stranger the better.
Also wanting to buy acoustic telephone literature,
such as catalogs, flyers, instructions, etc...
What do you have?
Still looking for a BLUE North Electric 7H6 Galion desk (or wall)
telephone.
Also still looking for a BLUE Western Electric 302 with BLUE plungers dated 1941 or earlier.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Al Ilekis
204 lawton rd
Riverside ,Il 60546
312 502 6750
ailekis@ilekis.com

Cash or LOTS of stuff for trade.

Wanted:
Victor transmitter and cup,early primitive Stromberg transmitter for swivel top candlestick. It is much thicker than the normal
one on an oilcan. Also need early potbellies and shaped candlesticks or parts.
Mike Davis #2022
(516) 735-9765
mike@mvtelonline.com
Wanted: Unusual payphones and payphone parts such
as three slot models with separate transmitter and receiver. Unusual and early Gray Pay
Station models such as 23C, bell shaped collector that goes
on the front of a wood phone etc. American Toll coin collector. Interested in a very nice WE 1234G touch tone in beige or
chrome. Unusual model single slot payphones such as 1A 1E
field trials and prototypes. Original Bell System, WE single
slot and 3 slot payphone upper housing keys 10G, 10H, 29A
etc. Eight inch round #21 Bell System signs from some different states in good condition. Good condition Bell System blue
and white porcelain underground cable sign with 21 Bell System logo or earlier.
For Sale: I have all kinds of parts for WE single slot
payphones. Coin scanners, coin returns, Protel programmable
main circuit boards for WE 1D type payphones. WE single
slot dial assemblies, coin boxes, vault doors NOS. Verizon
embossed vault doors and some others. I have locks with keys,
for both WE upper and lower and also for GTE type vaults.
Very nice chrome face plates for WE. Orange porcelain instruction tags (stop signs) that go on the upper left corner and some
others.   Coin relays, coin relay shields and hoppers with coin
relays and the shield attached. Many more parts for single slots
and 3 slots, call or email and let me know what you need.

Vern Potter #1435
vern1435@webtv.net
(801) 486-6794. Utah
Wanted
Confidencer in yellow, pink and turquoise.
Shoulder rest in pink and aqua.

A recent post on the ATCA listserv by Steve Hilsz
brought attention to some Texas farmers who used barb wire
fencing to also act as telephone lines.
The post jarred Herb McCartney’s memory with his
following response: As a kid I often rode my bike to visit my
grandparents who lived on a graveled country road in Tennessee. They and my parents, who lived on the main paved highway, were on the same open wire 8 party line. I have personally observed a broken bottom wire with each end vertically
dropped and attached to the regular wire fence and connected to
the top wire of the fence. I do not ever recall any interruption of
service until permanent repairs were made. Another example
on that line was that one would frequently see a stone tied to the
bottom line as the two wires frequently were crossed. My dad
had a long pole kept on the porch and I remember times that
he would have to take it to uncross the wires along this country
road.
John Huckeby later posted that he recalled the Nine
Mile Telephone Company just south of Ft. Wayne, IN that also
used fencing as telephone lines.
A link to the article that Steve posted is
https://www.texasstandard.org/stories/atrocious-but-efficient-how-ranchers-used-barbed-wire-to-make-phonecalls/
Atrocious but efficient: How ranchers used

barbed wire to

make phone calls

A barbed wire telephone call didn’t sound
great but could quickly warn others about
something such as a wildfire.
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Ken & Carolyn Sims

Antique Telephone Collection
*ONLINE ONLY AUCTION*

National Blakes, Western Electric, American Bell,
Post Co., American Electric, Stromberg Carlson,
Farr, Kellogg, Viaduct, Swedish American
Wednesday, January 5th-Sunday, January 23rd closing at 5:00pm

FREELANDAUCTIONSERVICES.COM

We have been commissioned by the family to liquidate the antique telephone collection of
Ken & Carolyn Sims. This is the 3rd Auction of the Sims antique telephone collection. Ken
was a member of the Antique Telephone Collectors Association, and a passionate telephone
collector. Ken and Carolyn frequently came to ATCA Conventions all over the country for
several decades and amassed one of the finest collections of antique telephone in the entire
world. This collection is being presented ONLINE only and can be found on Proxibid.com
or by visiting FreelandAuctionServices.com. There are 150 lots in this third online auction.
Bidding will begin on Wednesday, January 5 th, 2022 and will end on Sunday, January 23 rd,
2022 beginning at 5pm. The timed auction will last 2.5 hours.
Preview will be available by contacting our auction company. Pickup will occur at the Freeland Antique Mall in Freeland, MI. Shipping is available, please communicate with Freeland
Auction Services for your shipping needs. Please bid confidently, and enjoy this liquidation
of a wonderful ATCA member’s collection. If you have any questions, please contact Barry
at (989) 878-3308 with Freeland Auction Services as well as ATCA #3566. We are able to
accept absentee bids as well if you are not able to bid online.

Freeland Auction Services, LLC
5868 Midland Rd, Freeland, MI 48623
Contact: Barry Huckeby (989) 878-3308

ceo@freelandantiquemall.com
150 Lots of ANTIQUE TELEPHONE ITEMS!

ENDS SUNDAY JANUARY 23, 2022
JANUARY 2022
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ATCA RENEWAL….2022
NAME_________________________________________#
ADDRESS___________________________________________

What about the money??????
Renewal Fee……Online=$30…Paper=$35
Spousal= $10
Youth…under 18….$10…youth name____________________

Email_______________________________________________

Donations:

Phone Number________________________________________

Donation to Abilene Telephone Museum_________________

Spousal Membership___$10___Name______________________

Donation to Telephone Museum of your choice
Name & Museum Contact______________________

Email_______________________________________________
Phone Number_______________________________________
Yes, I am willing to be a Board Member or Officer ___________
No, I am not willing to be a Board Member or Officer_________
My main collecting interests____________________________

__________________________________Amount__________
Donation to ATCA General Fund $$_____________________
Donation to Raymond James Investment_________________
Lifetime ATCA Membership_______$1000______________
Please check the entire form….add up the total and send to
ATCA, PO Box 2805, Salina, KS 67401
OR use paypal and send to atca.officemanager@gmail.com
If using paypal, please add a little to take care of the
paypal charge or use family and friends.

ANTIQUE TELEPHONE COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 2805
Salina, KS 67401

Address_____________________________________________

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

GIFT MEMBERSHIP (Boss, Friend, Neighbor, Relative, etc.)
Name_______________________________________________

NEW CASTLE, IN
47362
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